WP2 online training 14-18 June 2021

Heritage Education in the
context of schools, museums
and archaeological sites.
Module 1.1.4.

“Arts and Maths in primary education:
their linkage to
cultural heritage according to the Greek curriculum.”

Pilot School (AUTH) in Thessaloniki, Greece. Which is the total surface of the
openings in relation to the main façade?

Reframing Heritage Education in
Egypt (ReHeED)

Theatrical play).
5+1 cultural indicators for educational
scenarios at schools (communication, relation
to the past, artistic expression, civic mindedness, the
relation to the other and the acceptance of the
difference and the scientific culture)

How cultural heritage
is defined in the
Curriculum?

ttp://photodentro.edu.gr/lor/?locale=en

The relation to the past
as
“a need of fruitful connection to the cultural
heritage. The students must not respect their
cultural heritage, neither feel the debt of
memorizing information for the past, in order to
fortify their national identity. The society of
tomorrow will gain in multiple ways if the citizens
can discourse with the past, draw personal
emotions from the past while enhancing their
presence with invaluable parts, which they,
personally, have chosen to save from the past,
constructing in their mental museum a conscious
attitude of love and interest (/care) for what has
been conquered and tested over time.”(Curriculum
plan
on
Culture
2011,
http://ebooks.edu.gr/ebooks/v2/ps.jsp )

* Etymology:// Τree of
Light

http://photodentro.edu.gr/cultural/?locale=en

Arts and Crafts in
Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

A review of schools books (2011).
Paradigm shift. :// Content & Method
highlights (1/5).
•

1st
Grade

•

•

Teaching Arts and Crafts as a
discipline:
students’books,
workbooks, positioning qualified
educators (in lines with constructivism).
Presenting reality in a holistic way:
starting point the recognition
that our surrounded environment
is consisted of different lines,
schemes,
and
morphs,
leading
gradually
to
their
symbolic
association in the social/ cultural
interpretations (in lines with Gestalt).
Reducing reality in each parts, and
reconstructing it through time
and places.

Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

4th Grade Students Book Representations of horses: from archaic period jars to livestock
exposition of Jannis Kounelis in Rome (physiology, anatomy, symbolism, human activities, how every
artist decides to render the horse (signified and signifier).

Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

A review of schools books (2011).
Paradigm
shift.
://
Content
Method highlights (2/5).

5thGrade
Students Book

•

•
•

•

&

Thinking
in
a
framework
(socioeconomic, political, gender
related issues) while cultivating•
introspective
approach
and
understanding the ones self as the
only tool of understanding, of
reaching its own vocabulary of
expressing, and reconstructing its
self in the framework (in lines with
Vygotsky's social theory).
Promoting incorrectness as a step
of development (in lines with Piaget

Gender
inequality
(reference
in
the
school
books
of
only 2 women in the
same paragraph, one
from Greece and the
other from France).
Acceptance
of
differentiated other:
misleading
propositions such as
“You
could
draw
children’s
figures
from
other
countries
"in
a
general conservative
way of promoting
differentiation.

theory).

Thinking
out
of
the
box
(negotiating subjectivity in the
society,
reconsidering
western
logocentrism).
Widening
the
perspective from the family and
neighborhood context.
Multicultural
approach
(understanding and accepting the
differentiated other).
Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

3d
Grade
Students Book
Bridges:
innovative and
traditional
needs.
• as
a
functional
need
•
as
a
monument,
in which the
students
can
recognize
the
reality and the
protection of
the
social
coherence.

Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

5thGrad
e

A review of schools books (2011).
Paradigm shift. :// Content & Method
highlights (3/5).
•

Simple sentences
(with a high risk of language
sterilisation).
• Experience based learning.
• Embodying experience.
• Team working.
5
Grade
Workbook
instructions:
• th Role
playing
(+thinking
on behalf
Students
on teams, create
of the working
profs).

an
educational
scenario
about
nutritional habits (choosing the
content, the methods, and the tools)
and presenting the outcome in class.
In that way (verbally or not) the
students plan the objectives!

Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

4thGra
de

A review of schools books (2011).
Paradigm
shift.
://
Content
Method highlights (4/5).
•
•

•

&

Comparative analysis.
Meeting the art maker (the piece of
art is not mediated/ teacher as
mediator/ museum as mediator of an
era/ of a style).
Reaching knowledge with the
teacher/
understanding
the
vagueness of the field (accepting
unknown fields and promoting
research.

4th
Grade:
Enough
exercises
as
motivations for meeting an artist
(the only one illustrated).
Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

6thGrad
e

A review of schools books (2011).
Paradigm shift. :// Content & Method
highlights (5/5).

•

Interdisciplinary & Multidisciplinary
approach.
Interdisciplinary/
Multidisciplinary Curriculum (2011) is
underlying the linkage of the
Lessons through the semesters and
proposing
theme-based
approach
(upon which the school books have
been created).
Arts and Crafts,
apart
from
the
in
action
collaboration of Disciplines in
Aesthetics Education, related also
to Literature, History, Maths, Study
of Environment, Physics, Religion,
Geography,
Physical
Education,
Health Education and the key
unlocking the doors in between
the so far separate rooms of
knowledge is cultural heritage (in

lines with New School, Gardner's theory of

Intelligences).
6th Multiple
Grade
Students book: Mosaics,
religious and secular in different
times
worldwide.
Following
techniques
of
a
simple
mosaic
construction.

Arts and Crafts in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

Maths and cultural
heritage
in Greek Primary
Education Curriculum.

A review of school books://
Content & Method highlights

(1/4).

• Subject grounded on everyday life,
in a holistic way. E.g. Products of
the super market introduce to the
children
the
concept
of
st
geometrical shapes in the 1 Grade,
while the milk box and the canned
beams can lead the conversation
to Recycling and Mediterranean
nutrition habits in 4th Grade.
• Reducing reality in each parts, and
reconstructing it in a subtractive
approach.
• Gender & the differentiated other
related issues: e.g. Pythagoras &
Ipatia in the 1st Grade are the
companions of the students. In the
2nd Grade there is a girl called
Neshan, and one in a wheelchair.
• Symmetry in architecture, design
products, patterns in traditional
clothing (scheduling visit to the
nearest museum of Ethnography)

1st
Grade Students book: Pages form the
Introduction of the Student’s Book in Math, referring
to the “Heroes of the Book. Pythagoras and Ipatia are
equally presented.

Maths related to cultural heritage in Greek
Primary Education Curriculum.

A review of school books://
Content & Method highlights

(3/4).

• Multicultural
approach:
E.g.
Patterns in comparison /Cultures
in comparison. Children different
roots as the motivation of
learning other cultures.
• Extended examples with visits in
archaeological sites and museums.
Additional Observation:
is no
Concerning
the number there
of visitors
connection
between
cultural
:heritage
introduction
to
data
and economy.
science/graphs / basic calculations/ but also
geography and history.

• Incorrectness
as
a
step
of
development. As the student can
illustrate
the
mathematical
problem on his/her material world,

2d Grade Students book: The
company through the year
(from the cover book, is the
position
of
every
child
significant?)
Maths related to cultural heritage in Greek
Primary Education Curriculum.

A review of school books://
Content & Method highlights

(2/4).

• Interdisciplinary
and
Multidisciplinary
approach.
In
fact
Interdisciplinary/
Mulidisciplinary Curriculum does
exist, underlying the linkage of
the
Lessons
through
the
semesters and proposing themebased approach. Maths are related
to History, Geography, Literature,
Study of Environment, Religious
Education, Science and Aesthetics
Education, Physical Education,
Health Education.
to
E.g. Chess and Maths from
Grade, and
from Aesop platform
th
Grade the intersection
and in 6
of
lines:
geography
GPS/architecture/urban
planning/historical
layers
1st

6th

2d Grade Students book: Language
(Greek, but also Persian and Chinese)
deconstructed in lines.

5th
Grade
Students
building and decimals.

book:

School

Maths related to cultural heritage in Greek
Primary Education Curriculum.

A review of school books://
Content & Method highlights

(4/4).

• Simple sentences.
• Experience based learning .
• Embodying experience. E.g. Sketching
the plan of the class by measuring
the distances on “feet”, leading to
an understanding of design scale
in the 5th Grade.
• Team working.
• Gaming approach (disciplined play,
not
strictly
referring
to
computer games).

6th Grade Students book: The
numbers are competing each
other!
Maths related to cultural heritage in Greek
Primary Education Curriculum.

4th
Grade
Students Book
Olympic Games:
symbols, history
and
representations.

Maths related to cultural heritage in Greek
Primary Education Curriculum.

How cultural heritage
defines Arts and Maths
Curriculum?

We have recognised briefly how
cultural
heritage
defines
the
educational content, methods, and
objectives in Arts (in the content) and
Mathematics
Curriculum
(in
the
interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary
approach).
How Arts and Maths, related to
cultural heritage function as an
educational content, as a method
and as a tool?

 Maximizing possibilities
existential learning.

Pilot School (AUTH) in Thessaloniki,
Greece.
Architect D.Pikionis, 1st Head manager A.
Delmouzos

As content and as method://
• obtained skills and
attitudes rooted in a
structured identity

of

Additional Observation: Which identity
the agents of education are willing to
construct?.

The main scope of the Greek curriculum,
according
to
Syntagmatic
declaration,“the
development
of
national
and
religious
conscience and [their] edification in free willing
and responsible citizens”,
while enhancing
children's level of belonging in Europe in respect
of
differentiation
(special
needs,
cultural,
linguistic), gender and social equality (according
to the President of the Institute of Pedagogy). In
a field research we could examine if this main
objective is accomplished, because the crucial
question is
“Ar e

the teacher s qualified to cr itically
follow
a nd
constructively
enr ich
the
guidance of the cur r iculum ? “
As the Curriculum is oriented to the New School,
an all-day School Innovative, Sustainable, Inclusive
and Digital, emphasis is given more to objectives
(obtained knowledge, skills and attitudes) than
the educational material. The educator is more
flexible to differentiate his/her lesson plan
working with a wide range of material/ methods/
tools releasing him/herself from the one and only
schoolbook.

Arts and Math's Curriculum.
A review of school books://

Thank you for, your participation!

Primary School in Athens , Greece (typical architecture).

Ar e we willing to “ r efor m ” our m indsets?”

